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ed molecularly imprinted
polypyrrole film for dimethoate sensing:
investigation on template removal after the
imprinting process†

Marlene Valentino,‡a Anna Imbriano,‡b Angelo Tricase,ab Flavio Della Pelle,c

Dario Compagnone,c Eleonora Macchia, de Luisa Torsi, abe Paolo Bollella *ab

and Nicoletta Ditaranto *ab
The development of ultrasensitive analytical detection methods for

organophosphorus pesticides such as dimethoate (DMT) plays a key

role in healthy food production. DMT is an inhibitor of acetylcholin-

esterase (AChE), which can lead to the accumulation of acetylcholine

and result in symptoms related to the autonomous and central

nervous systems. Herein, we report the first spectroscopic and elec-

trochemical study on template removal after an imprinting process

from a polypyrrole-based molecularly imprinted polymer (PPy-MIP)

film for the detection of DMT. Several template removal procedures

were tested and evaluated using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.

The most effective procedure was achieved in 100 mM NaOH. The

proposedDMT PPy-MIP sensor exhibits a limit of detection of (8± 2)×

10−12 M.
Molecular and biomolecular recognition are widely employed
for the development of sensing devices able to detect biological,
food and environmental contaminants.1–3 Recently, many
molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) modied electrodes have
been developed with the inclusion of nanomaterials to increase
the chemical stability of the polymer layer and its sensitivity
towards analytical targets.4 Many studies on the usage of MIPs
in the selective separation and detection of chemical/biological
active molecules such as proteins, amino acids and pesticides
have been published in the literature in recent years.5–10 MIPs
are also used in a wide variety of applications, including sample
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preparation (e.g., solid phase extraction), chromatographic
separation, chemical sensing, and drug delivery.11–13 With
respect to bioreceptors, MIPs exhibit similar selectivity and
sensitivity to antibody-modied electrodes. However, MIPs can
be easily produced on demand for a plethora of analytical
targets, making them cheaper than antibody modied elec-
trodes.14 Despite their features, several issues have been re-
ported on the initial template removal step of MIPs considering
their incomplete, as well as unclear, denition of the template
removal mechanism.15 Usually, the interactions involved in MIP
electropolymerization are relatively weak, such as van der Waals
interactions and hydrogen bonding.16 Indeed, there are several
studies that have discussed MIP preparation, effectiveness, and
cost without considering the efficiency of template removal.

In several studies, template removal is performed through
discontinued incubation in organic solvents or salt solutions.
Unfortunately, complete template removal cannot be achieved
even aer extensive washing cycles, most probably because of
poor solvent diffusion through pores within the polymer, highly
cross-linked regions, or low solubility of the template in the
removal solution.17,18 In fact, protein permanence has been
estimated to be nearly 25% of the initial template.19 This has
a negative impact on the analytical gures of merit of the
sensing surface (e.g., dynamic linear range, limit of detection
(LOD), sensitivity, stability etc.).20–22

The development of ultrasensitive analytical detection
methods for organophosphorus pesticides like dimethoate
(DMT) plays a key role in healthy food production. DMT is an
inhibitor of acetylcholinesterase (AChE), which can lead to the
accumulation of acetylcholine and result in symptoms related
to the autonomous and central nervous systems. The present
study reports the electropolymerization of a polypyrrole-based
MIP lm for DMT detection, which is widely used as an
organophosphorus pesticide. The proposed MIP-modied
electrode detects DMT in the picomolar range (LOD of (8 ± 2)
× 10−12 M), which is ve orders of magnitude lower than the
limits set by EU legislation (i.e., ∼40 × 10−9 M).23 Besides the
electrochemical characterization of both MIP and non-
imprinted polymer (NIP), complete removal of the template
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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was achieved via alkaline washing (0.1 M NaOH for 45 min), as
demonstrated from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
data.

Fig. 1a shows cyclic voltammograms (CVs) recorded in
0.01 M Fe(CN)6

3−/4− (in 0.05 M phosphate buffer containing
0.1 mM NaNO3 as a supporting electrolyte; PB) before (naked
gold electrode, black curve) and aer the electrodeposition of
PPy as NIP (red curve) and MIP (blue curve), using DMT as
a templating molecule. The bare gold electrode reported an
average anodic peak current (Ipa) of 452 ± 12 mA, which
decreased for PPy-NIP (115 ± 8 mA) due to overoxidation
occurring during the electrosynthesis (note that the polymeri-
zation was performed in the range between −0.4 and +1.5 V).
This could be related to lower conductivity that hinders the
faradaic reaction of Fe(CN)6

3−/4−. Before the template removal,
PPy-MIP exhibited a lower Ipa (46 ± 3 mA) than the bare gold
electrode because of the templating molecules that inhibit the
diffusion of the redox probe through the pores within the
polymer.

Aerwards, the PPy-MIP electrodes were incubated in 0.1 M
HCl solution for 45 min to remove the template. Fig. 1b shows
CVs aer electropolymerization (black curve) without any fara-
daic peak, which indicates complete surface coverage. Aer the
acidic treatment (red curve), a couple of redox peaks for
Fe(CN)6

3−/4− appeared with amidpoint potential (E0′) of 0.296±
0.004 V. This could be ascribed to partial template removal
facilitating the redox probe to access the electrode surface. The
preparation procedure of MIP samples was repeated several
times, showing considerable variability in the washing step for
various imprinted polymers. To demonstrate the non-
Fig. 1 (a) CVs of pure Au (black curve), NIP (red curve) and MIP (blue
curve) after imprinting performed in 0.01 M Fe(CN)6

3−/4− in PB at
a scan rate of 10 mV s−1. (b and c) CVs of PPy-MIP after imprinting
(black curve, samples I and II) and PPy-MIP after HCl washing (red
curve, samples I and II) performed in 0.01 M Fe(CN)6

3−/4− in PB at
a scan rate of 10 mV s−1. (d) SWVs of the PPy-MIP electrode before
(solid black curve) and after the first rebinding cycle using 100 ×

10−12 M DMT (dashed black curve), compared with the second
rebinding cycle at the same concentration of DMT before (solid red
curve) and after rebinding (dashed red curve). SWVs were measured
over a potential range between 0 and +0.6 V, frequency of 5 Hz and
amplitude of 0.01 V in 0.01 M Fe(CN)6

3−/4− in PB.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
reproducibility of this washing protocol, CVs before and aer
HCl washing were recorded several times (for n = 10 samples).
Contrary to what is shown in Fig. 1b, Fig. 1c shows only
capacitive current before (black curve) and aer (red curve)
template removal. The latter could be ascribed to unsuccessful
template removal and inaccessibility of the redox probe through
the cavities. In addition, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of both PPy-MIP and PPy-NIP aer HCl and NaOH
template removal procedures are shown in Fig. S2.† For the HCl
protocol, polymer swelling was noted, which might hinder
successive analyte rebinding. The polymer swelling may be
related to the protonation state of the polymer, which leads to
progressive polymer denaturation. Conversely, in NaOH neither
the MIP nor NIP layers underwent any uneven swelling
phenomena.

Square wave voltammetry (SWV) analyses were performed to
amplify the peak current related to indirect DMT sensing. The
baseline voltammetry (Fig. 1d, black solid curve) showed a peak
current of 40 mA, which dropped aer performing the rst
rebinding in 100 × 10−12 M DMT solution (Fig. 1d, black
dashed curve). The PPy-MIP was then treated again with HCl to
remove the bound analyte. The SWV curve (Fig. 1d, red solid
curve) shows a peak current of 25 mA lower than the starting
baseline, proving the unsuccessful complete removal of the
analyte from the MIP. Further rebinding, using the same
concentration, led to an increase in the corresponding peak
current, which proves a poor ability to remove DMT, most
probably creating defects within the cavities, not allowing any
further selective DMT rebinding.15

Additionally, PPy-NIP and PPy-MIP modied electrodes were
characterized by XPS to evaluate the surface chemical compo-
sition of the electropolymerized lms, before and aer template
removal protocol. All the wide scan spectra (Fig. S3†) show the
presence of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen due to the polymer and
gold, from the electrode on which the lm was polymerized. On
the surface of the PPy-MIP traces of sulfur and phosphorus were
detected, characteristic elements of DMT.

The high-resolution XP spectral regions were then acquired,
and the elemental surface atomic percentages were derived, as
reported in Table S1.† In all cases, the percentage of carbon is
the highest, as expected based on the composition of the lm
and the natural presence of surface contamination carbon,
while the percentage of nitrogen is related to the structure of the
polypyrrole (C/N ratio equal to 4, unless there is contamina-
tion). The presence of oxygen is also ascribable to the electro-
polymerization of pyrrole, which leads to the introduction into
the structure of oxygenated species.24 The presence of gold
evidenced the formation of particularly thin lms, with
a thickness comparable to the maximum XPS sampling thick-
ness (approximately 8–10 nm). Sulfur (quantitatively estimated)
and phosphorus (qualitatively estimated) traces in the MIP,
from the DMT, indicate that the template removal protocol was
not able to quantitatively remove the templating molecules.
N1s, C1s, and O1s XP spectra of the PPy-NIP electrode were
curve-tted (Fig. 2) to discriminate the different chemical
environments (Table S2†). The N1s spectral region presents
three components, at binding energies (BE) of 397.9 ± 0.2 eV,
Anal. Methods, 2023, 15, 1250–1253 | 1251
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Fig. 2 Curve-fitted C1s, N1s, and O1s XPS spectra relative to a typical
PPy-MIP sample.

Fig. 3 (a) CVs of PPy-MIP before (black curve) and after (red curve)
template removal with NaOH. CVs performed in 0.01 M Fe(CN)6

3−/4−

PB at a scan rate of 10 mV s−1. (b) SWVs of PPy-MIP electrode before
(solid black curve) and after the rebinding cycle using 10 × 10−12 M
DMT (dashed black curve) followed by the second rebinding cycle with
100 × 10−12 M DMT before (solid red curve) and after rebinding
(dashed red curve). SWVs were performed over a potential range
between 0 and +0.6 V, frequency of 5 Hz and amplitude of 0.01 V in
0.01 M Fe(CN)6

3−/4− in PB. SWVs were performed over a potential
range between 0 and +0.6 V, frequency of 5 Hz and amplitude of
0.01 V in 0.01 M Fe(CN)6

3−/4− in PB. (c) S2p and P2p XP spectra relative
to five replicate PPy-MIP samples washed with NaOH. A five-point
Savitzky–Golay differentiation algorithm was applied to all the spectra
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

Fig. 4 SWVs of the PPy-MIP gold electrode at different DMT
concentrations in the range between 1 × 10−12 M and 100 × 10−9 M.
Inset: Calibration curve of the PPy-MIP (red curve) and PPy-NIP
(negative control, black curve) electrodes between 1 × 10−12 M and

−9
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399.7 ± 0.2 eV and 401.9 ± 0.2 eV, the assignments of which are
shown in Table S2.† The relative abundances of the three
components and the absence of the one related to C]N+ (BE =

402.7 ± 0.2 eV) indicate the overoxidation of the polypyrrole, as
expected from the potential values used for polymerization.25

The C1s region highlights the presence of ve components
with relative chemical assignments expected based on the
polymer structure and its oxidized functionalities. Three
components are present in the O1s region: two of them
ascribable to the polymer structure (BE = 530.9 ± 0.2 eV and BE
= 532.6 ± 0.2 eV) and one typical of oxygen in inorganic oxides
(BE= 529.3± 0.2 eV). The latter can be associated with traces of
aluminum, as a residue from the pyrrole synthesis process.

The carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen spectral regions of the PPy-
MIP samples (Fig. 2, assignments reported in Table S3†) show
a prole similar to those of the PPy-NIP ones, apart from the
oxygen inorganic component, which probably arises due to the
impurity removal during the extensive washing steps. The S2p
spectral region was also investigated. It is possible to observe the
presence of two doublets: one ascribable to –S]P (BE S2p3/2 =

163.0± 0.2 eV) and the other typical of –S–P (BE S2p3/2 = 167.3±
0.2 eV). These results conrmedwhat was already observed in the
electrochemical characterization of the PPy-MIP lms: the
washing procedure and removal of the DMT analyte from the
template proved not to be entirely effective and reproducible.

Considering the ineffectiveness of the acid washing, an
alkaline washing procedure was adopted to modify the
protonation state of the PPy lm (0.1 M NaOH for 45 min under
stirring). Fig. 3a shows CVs before (black curve) and aer (red
curve) the alkaline template removal procedure, evidencing its
effectiveness with respect to the acidic washing, which is usually
reported in the literature.26 This could be ascribed to the
reduced protonation of PPy and the repulsion of the negatively
charged template. In concentrated alkaline solutions, the
dedoping process should also be investigated. It has been re-
ported that when a large amount of PPY is immersed in NaOH
solutions, a deprotonation reaction takes place at the –NH
moiety of pyrrole subunits, resulting in the elimination of
1252 | Anal. Methods, 2023, 15, 1250–1253
dopant anions and a decrease in its conductivity.27 In this case,
the SWV curves revealed not only baseline reproducibility but
also a good MIP response to the different DMT concentrations
tested (Fig. 3b), notably in the picomolar range (detection of 10
× 10−12 and 100 × 10−12 M DMT for four rebinding/washing
cycles with RSD < 3.7%, data not shown). The electrochemical
results were further conrmed by XPS results.

Five replicated points were analyzed on two different PPy-
MIPs, with no sulfur and phosphorus signals detected on PPy-
100 × 10 M of DMT.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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MIP surfaces washed with 0.1 M NaOH (Fig. 3c). The high
selectivity of the PPy-MIP platform was effectively proven by the
almost zero response of the control assay (i.e., PPy-NIP) in the
whole concentration range. The limit of detection (LOD) was
computed, being the concentration that leads to a response of
(DI/I0) mean ± ks, where (DI/I0) mean is the average response of
the blank sample, s is the relative standard deviation, and k is
a numerical factor chosen according to the level of condence
required (k= 3). The estimated LOD level corresponds to a DMT
nominal concentration of (8 ± 2) × 10−12 M, as shown in Fig. 4.

Conclusions

In conclusion, a PPy-MIP lm for DMT detection was developed.
Moreover, the successful template removal from the imprinted
cavities was veried by comparing the XP spectra of imprinted
and washed PPy-MIPs subjected to different template removal
procedures. Themost effective template removal was performed
in 0.1 M NaOH (45 min under stirring). The developed sensor
showed good sensitivity with a LOD of (8 ± 2) × 10−12 M, which
is ve orders of magnitude lower than the limits set by EU
regulation. These preliminary results prove the effectiveness of
the alkaline washing procedure and the simple preparation of
a PPy-MIP modied gold electrode that can be used to selec-
tively detect DMT in real samples.
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